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Project framework

Regional Development

*Identifying development agencies and evaluating their performance in selected BSR regions*

Business Community

*Evaluating the level of logistics and ICT efficiency of firms*

*Assessing development needs*

Analytic support, policy recommendations and initiatives

*Suggesting concrete actions for regional and local public sector bodies*
LogOn Baltic has:

- Started a number of policy initiatives and investments
- Provided a general overview of logistics efficiency in the partner countries and selected regions.
- Surveyed logistics and IT and their exploitation.
- Disseminated highly useful results for regional development agencies and businesses that aim at improving their competitiveness.
Main elements

LogOn Baltic - Final report

- Development Measure Impact Analyses
- ICT-surveys
- Logistics surveys
- Expert Interviews
- Regional Logistics and ICT Profile

Comparative Analyses
- Expert Interviews
- ICT
- LOGISTICS
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All LogOn Baltic Master reports and LogOn Baltic Regional reports are available at www.logonbaltic.info.

All reports can be downloaded Free of charge!